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This paper is concerned with a class of parallel computations which can be 
represented by a graphical model called a computation graph. In particular, 
graphs which represent the same computed function are studied. Given an 
arbitrary but well-formed computation graph, a procedure is given for con- 
structing agraph which is structurally simpler yet represents he same computed 
function. These simpler graph s have the advantage of being easier to analyze 
and realize. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is a continuation of an investigation of the modeling capabilities 
of a class of control flow graphs called computation graphs (Karp and Miller, 
1966; Meyer, 1974;  Conry and Jump, 1975). These graphs represent 
computations which have components operating in a parallel and asynchronous 
fashion. In addition to modeling control flow in these computations, the graphs 
also describe the function being computed by the modeled computations. 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate computation graphs which represent 
the same computed function. Such computation graphs are said to be functionally 
equivalent. 
In a computation graph, vertices represent operations or subcomputations 
and edges define the extent of interaction (via data dependencies) between these 
operations. Data flow in the computational process is described by viewing 
edges in a computation graph as first-in-first-out queues which may contain 
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data. The operation at the source of a queue produces data which is stored in 
the queue until the opeation at the other end removes it. 
A conjunctive control rule is used to initiate the addition and removal of 
information from the queues. That is, whenever there is enough information in 
each of the input queues of an operation, it may be activated and take infor- 
mation off each of these queues. When the operation has completed its activity, 
it places information in each of its output queues. 
The goal of this paper, as well as previous studies of computation graphs 
(Karp and Miller, 1966; Meyer, 1974; Conry and Jump, 1975; Reiter, 1967) 
is to investigate those properties of the model which are independent of any 
interpretation. Thus the computation graph is viewed as an abstract system 
where the actual operations associated with its vertices are unknown. 
Informally, a computation graph is a directed graph together with a finite 
set of operator symbols. These symbols are associated with the vertices of the 
graph. The same symbol may be assigned to two or more vertices and some 
vertices might not be assigned any symbol. Finally, each edge is assigned four 
nonnegative integers which specify: 
(1) the number of items initially in the queue, 
(2) a threshold which gives the number of items needed in a queue 
before its terminal vertex can be activated, 
(3) the number of items added to the queue whenever its initial vertex 
completes an activation, and 
(4) the number of items removed from the queue when its terminal 
vertex activates. 
When a vertex removes data from its input queues and adds data to its output 
queues, it is said to fire. Thus a vertex is firable if and only if each of the edges 
directed into it contains at least the threshold number of data items. Once a 
vertex becomes firable, it will ultimately fire. However, no assumptions are 
made about how long it will take to fire. 
This paper is concerned with two classes of computation graphs. One consists 
of all computation graphs in which all integers assigned to each edge, except 
possibly the number of items initially in the queue, are one. Such computation 
graphs are called marked graphs (Commoner et al., 1971 ; Holt and Commoner, 
1970; Miller, 1973). The other class consists of all computation graphs which arc 
structurally "well-formed". Such graphs satisfy properties that are usually 
required if they are to be well behaved and realizable. The major result of the 
paper is that a finite marked graph which is functionally equivalent to a given 
well-formed computation graph can always be constructed. The advantage of 
marked graphs lies in the simplicity of their firing rule. Such a firing rule is 
usually easier to realize, and graphs using this rule are much easier to analyze. 
In general, the finite marked graph which is functionally equivalent to a given 
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well-formed marked graph may have operators which are assigned to several 
different vertices of the graph. Such a graph is an example of a Labeled Petri 
Net (Hack, 1975). Since there are vertices having no operator assigned to them 
in the functionally equivalent marked graph, it also contains vertices which are 
)~-transitions (Hack, 1975). I f  an operator is assigned to several different vertices 
of a graph, it means that either there is a single subsystem that can be initiated 
from several different control points or that several different copies of that 
subsystem are needed. 
The computation graph model and some of its properties are given in 
Sections I I  and I I I .  In Section IV, it is shown that an infinite marked graph 
which is functionally equivalent o a given well-formed computation graph 
can always be found. Finally, a procedure is given for constructing a finite 
marked graph which is functionally equivalent to the original well-formed 
computation graph. 
[ I .  ]~ASIC DEFINITIONS 
This section presents a formal definition of the computation graph model 
and definitions of the properties of the model that are relevant to this paper. 
A more detailed development of the model and its features can be found in 
(Karp and Miller, 1966; Meyer, 1974; Reiter, 1967). 
DEFINITION. A computation graph is a 6-tuple C -  (V, E, O,/~0,6, ~) 
where: 
(I) V is a countable set of vertices; 
(2) E C V × V is a set of edges uch that the subset of edges directed 
into or out of any vertex is finite; 
(3) O is a finite set of operators; 
(4) /z 0 is a function from E to Z + called the initial marhing; 1
(5) ~ is a function, called the firing function, from E to AT × N × N 
such that if~(e) = (i,j, h) then j  >~ k; 
(6) ~ is a partial function from V to O called the operator assignment 
function. 
I f  /7 is finite, the computation graph is said to be finite. The firing function 
is usually expressed as three functions, ~ (the edge input function), ~ (the 
~hreshold function), and ~o (the edge Output function), where ~(e)= 
i~(e), 4~(e), ~o(e)) for all edges e. A computation graph in which ~(e) = (1, 1, 1) 
~or each edge e ~ E is called a marked graph. 
1 Z denotes {..., - - I ,  0, 1,...}, the set of integers; Z + denotes {0, l, 2,...}, the set of 
mnnegative integers; and ~- denotes {1, 2, 3,...}, the set of natural numbers. 
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e 6(e) 
e I (2,1,1) 
e 2 (1,2,2) 
e 3 (2,1,1) 
e 4 (1,2,2) 
e 5 ( t ,1 ,1 )  
e 6 (1,1,1) 
P (e I) = 1 Qb(e I) = 1 
Pb(e2) = i Qa(e2) = 1 
Pa(e 3) = % Qb(e3) = 2 
Pb(e4) = 2 Qa(e4) = i 
Pa(es) = 2 Qa(e5) ~ 2 
Pa(e6) = 2 Qa(e6) = 2 
FmURE 2.1 
v ~(v) 
v i a 
v 2 k 
v 3 a 
The computation graph in Fig. 2.1 illustrates the definkion. Here the initial 
marking is indicated by showing the markers as darkened circles on the edges 
of the graph. 
Although a computation graph may be infinite, this research is primarily 
concerned with investigating properties of finite computation graphs. Infinite 
computation graphs are useful, however, in deriving and proving properties 
of finite computation graphs. 
The pair (V, E) forms a directed graph with vertex set V and edge set E. 
The edges may contain markers representing data items, and the distribution 
of markers in the graph represents the "state" of the modeled system. A 
particular distribution of markers is called a marking and can be specified 
as a function/~ from E to Z +. In this case, the edge e is said to contain/~(e) 
markers under marking /z. The initial marking/x 0 specifies the distribution of 
data when the modeled system is started or reset. 
The firing function determines the way that data is redistributed as the 
modeled system transfers from state to state. This firing rule is as follows. Let 
v be a vertex in V and/z a marking. If/z(e) >~ q~t(e), for all edges e directed into v, 
then v is said to befirable. A firable vertex will ultimately fire at some unknown 
time after becoming firable. When this happens, ~o(e) items are removed from 
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each edge e directed into v and then ~i(e') items are added to each edge e' directed 
out of v. Thus a new marking/z' is produced, where 
S(e)  = 
/z(e) -~- 4i(e) 
/z(e) --  6o(e) 
/x(e) + 4i(e) - -  6o(e) 
/z(e) 
if e is directed out of v 
but not into v, 
if e is directed into v 
but not out of v, 
if e is directed into and 
out of v, and 
otherwise. 
The next marking function 3 of a computation graph C = (V, E, O, iXo, ~, c~) 
is a partial function from the set £2 × V to f2 where ~2 is the set of all possible 
markings for C. It is defined as follows: 
S(tz , v) =/x '  if v is firable under/z and/z' is the marking produced 
when v fires. 
8 is undefined at (/z, v) if v is not firable under/~. The function S is extended 
in the usual way to sequences of vertices. Thus if £ is a sequence of vertices 
and 8 is defined at (/z, X), then 8(~, 2) is the marking reached when the vertices 
in ~ fire in order, starting from marking/x. I f  A denotes the sequence of zero 
length, then 3(/z, ~) =/z  for all markings/z. 
A computation graph's firing function specifies the manner in which data 
is redistributed as the modeled process proceeds. The firing function of a com- 
putation graph is consistent if the following set of equations has a nonzero 
solution. 
l z~ ~o(e) e = ( . ,  v) s 81 
I f  the firing function for a computation graph C is consistent then C is consistent. 
The firing of a vertex usually models the occurrence of some operation. 
The function a associates the operators, used to realize these operations, with 
vertices of the graph. Two different vertices u and v may be assigned to the same 
operator (i.e., a(u) ~ ~(v)). In this case, the firing of these two vertices represent 
different initiations of the same operator. 
In most physical systems, a functional unit cannot be initiated until after any 
previous activation of that unit has completed. To ensure that this physical 
limitation is enforced in a computation graph, it must be guaranteed that no 
marking under which two vertices with identical operator assignments, are both 
firable can ever be reached. If the operator assignment function ~ satisfies the 
following condition, this constraint is enforced. 
DEFINITION. Let C = (V, E, O,/*o, 6, ~) be a computation graph. The 
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operator assignment function is said to be synchronized if, for every operator 
_a ~ O, the set e~-l(_a) = {v ~ V i ~(v) = a} is contained in a cycle ~- = el, e2,..., e,~ 
where 
(1 )  
and 
~i(ei) =~o(ei)  =~t(e i )  = 1 for i = 1,2,. . . ,n, 
t l  if i=  1, and (2) /~0(ei) if 2 <~ i <~ n. 
Such a cycle is called a basic cycle. 
Now suppose that two vertices, u and v, are assigned to the same operator, a. 
The functional unit a has a fixed number of input queues; each queue must 
contain a fixed number of items for a to initiate and _a removes a fixed number 
of items on initiation. Thus any implementation of this operator assignment 
imposes a constraint on the input queues of vertices that can be assigned to a. 
This constraint can be described verbally as follows. 
Suppose that a has n input queues, numbered 1, 2,..., n and that each initiation 
of a requires lj items in input queue j and removes mj items from queue j of a. 
Then the function ~ can be realized only if, for each vertex u in ~-l(a), there is 
a one-to-one mapping, Q, of the set of input queues of u, (e 1 .... , en} onto 
{1, 2,..., n} such that if Q(ei) = j then ~)o(ei) = m s and ~t(ei) = l j .  A similar 
constraint must also be imposed on the output queues of vertices in a-l(_a) by 
means of a mapping P. 
The mappings P and Q refer only to a single operator _a in O. It is feasible to 
implement the operator assignment function, a, of a computation graph only 
when such mappings can be found for all operators in a(V). These conditions 
are formalized in the following definition. 
DEFINITION. Let C = (V, E, O,/x 0,~, ~) be a computation graph. The 
operator assignment function c~ is said to be feasible if a is total and, for each 
operator _a ~ O, 
(1) I O(v)l : ] O(v')h : h and [ I(v)l : ] I(v')l = l for all v, v' e ~-1(_a),2 
(2) there is a function Pa from 
X= (e~Eie~O(v)  fo rsomev~- l (g )}  to {1,2,...,k} 
which satisfies the following two conditions: 
(i) Po_, restricted to O(v), for each v ~ a-l(a), is one-to-one, and 
(ii) if e, e' ~ X with e v a e' and Po_(e) = P~_(e') then 
el(e) = ¢i(e'), 
20(v) denotes the set of edges directed out of a vertex v and I(v) is the set of edges 
directed into v. I A I denotes the cardinality of the set A. 
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(3) there is a function Q~_ from 
Y = {e a E ] e ~ I(v) for some v ~ c~-l(_a)} to {1,2,...,l} 
which satisfies the following two conditions: 
(i) Q~ restricted to [(v) for each v a a-l(_a) is one-to-one and 
(ii) if e, e 'Ywi th  e ~ e' andQ~(e) = Q~_(e') then 
~o(e) = ~o(e') and ~t(e) = ~t(e'). 
Notice that if an edge e = (u, v) has ~t(e) > 4o(e), then once v has fired the 
first time, there will always be at least ~bt(e) --  ~o(e) markers on e. After v has 
fired once, only ~o(e) items must be added to e to make v firable again. Hence 
the edge e behaves as though ~o(e) = ~t(e) after v has fired the first time. More- 
over, if /%@)/> ~t (e ) -  ~o(e), then e will always behave as if ~o(e)= ~t(e). 
It has been shown that if/%(e) < ~t(e) --  ~o(e), any consistent, finite computation 
graph will exhibit an initial transient behavior followed by a cyclic steady state 
behavior (Meyer, 1974). Furthermore, if /x0(e ) ~> ~t (e ) -  ~o(e), there is no 
transient behavior in a finite computation graph which is consistent. This 
motivates the following definition. 
DEFINITION. A consistent, finite computation graph C = (V, E, O,/x0, ~, c 0 
is repetitive if/z0(e ) ~> q~t(e) --  q~o(e) for all edges e in E. 
I f  a computation graph is observed over a period of time, then a sequence of 
observed operator occurrences can be formed. Since there is the possibility 
that two or more vertices may be simultaneously firable and since their order 
of firing is not predictable, the computation graph can exhibit nondeterministic 
behavior. Thus if it is reset and observed again, there may be a different sequence 
of operators which is observed. The behavior of such a system is therefore 
characterized by the set of all possible operator sequences in the following way. 
DEFINITION. Afir ing sequence of a computation graph C = (V, E, O,/Xo, ~, c~) 
is a possibly empty sequence of vertices 2 for which 3(/%, ~) is defined. If 
is a firing sequence for C, then c~(2) is the associated operator sequence defined 
as follows. 
(1) ~(A) = A 
(2) For vertex sequence 2 and vertex v, 
~(~v) = ~(X) ~(v) if ~ is defined at v 
~c~(~) otherwise 
The behavior of C is the set of all possible operator sequences for C. Two com- 
putation graphs are constraint equivalent if their behaviors are equal 
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A computation graph C may be viewed as a means of specifying a set of 
constraints on the order of occurrence of operators. For example, if e ~ (u, v) 
is an edge of C, then the number of times v may fire is constrained by the number 
of times u has fired. An operator sequence is a sequence of operator occurrences 
satisfying the constraints pecified by the computation graph. Therefore, the 
behavior of a computation graph may be viewed as the set of all possible operator 
sequences that satisfy the specified constraints. 
This paper is concerned with the function that the modeled system performs. 
This function is determined by the order in which operations may occur in a 
computation graph and the flow of data to the operators throughout the com- 
putational process. The behavior of a computation graph reflects the order in 
which operations may occur, so we need only define a similar concept for flow 
of data items in order to characterize the function performed. 
Let C -~ (V, E, O, i~o, ¢, e¢) be a computation graph and notice that the ith 
instance of operator _a in C corresponds to the kith firing of some vertex v in V. 
The flow of data to the ith activation of operator g may be defined as a vector 
consisting of all the data items used as operands for that instance of _a. Assuming 
that each operator a in 0 realizes a function from some domain A into itself 
and that Q gives some ordering of the data-carrying input queues of _a, this 
vector is given by: 
Dc(Q, a, i) = (dll(a, i), d21(a, i),..., d~d,1)(a, i),..., d2d,o(a, i)) 
where dj~(g, i) is the/z0(e~) + (ki --  1)¢i(e~) + j th  item appearing in the queue 
ez and Q(e~) : l for e~ some input queue of v. 
Now we define the functional behavior of a computation graph in the following 
way: 
DEFINITION. Let C = (V, E, O,/z0, ¢, a) be a computation graph. The 
functional behavior of C, with data input ordering for operators specified 
by Q, is the pair of sets (B, D(Q)) where B is the behavior of C and D(Q) 
{Dc(Q, a, i) I a_ ~ 0 and i E Z}. We say that two computation graphs C 1 and C 2 
are functionally equivalent if B 1 = B 2 and DI(Q) = D2(Q' ) for input orderings 
specified by Q and Q', respectively. 
Given a computation graph which is finite, there are three ways the graph 
can behave. 
(1) Each of its vertices may only fire finitely many times. That is, it may 
fire several vertices then reach a marking under which no vertex is firable. 
Graphs having this type of behavior are called terminating computation graphs. 
(2) Each of its vertices may fire an unbounded number of times. In this 
case, each vertex v in g has the property that for any firing sequence 2, there is 
a sequence of vertices :y such that 2yv is a firing sequence. Graphs which exhibit 
this kind of behavior are said to be live. 
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(3) Some of its vertices can fire an unbounded number of times, while 
others can only fire finitely many times. A graph which behaves in this way 
partially terminates. 
Since one should be able to implement the computation modeled by a well- 
formed computation graph and the three possible types of behavior are mutually 
exclusive, our definition of well-formed graphs reflects their behavior. 
DEFINITION. Well formed computation graphs 
(1) A live computation graph, C, is well-formed if it is finite, consistent, 
repetitive, and has a feasible, synchronized operator assignment function. 
(2) A terminating computation graph, C, is well-formed if it is finite 
and has a feasible, synchronized operator assignment function. 
(3) A partially terminating computation graph, C, is well-formed if: 
(i) the live subgraph, CL, of C is a well-formed live computation 
graph and 
(ii) the terminating subgraph, Cr, of C is a well-formed terminating 
computation graph. 
The class of well-formed computation graphs is a very broad one. It includes 
computation graphs whose queue lengths are bounded (see Fig. 2.1) and also 
some in which some queues may have unbounded length (see Fig. 2.2). 
e 1 
e 
e +(e) v ~(v) 
e I ( i , i , i )  v I _a 
e 2 ( i , I , I )  v 2 a 
e 3 (1,2,2) v 3 
e 4 (1,2,2) 
Pa(e])  = i Qa(e!)  = I 
Pa(e2)  = i Qa(e2)  - i 
Pa(e3) = 2 Qb(e3)  = 1 
Pa(e4) = 2 Qb(e4)  = 2 
FIOURE 2.2 
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I I I .  BEHAVIOR GRAPHS 
In order to construct a marked graph that is functionally equivalent o a 
given well-formed computation graph, it is convenient to construct an infinite 
marked graph which is constraint equivalent o the computation graph. This  
infinite graph, called a behavior graph, is then augmented to represent data 
flow characteristics. Finally, the augmented behavior graph is collapsed to a 
finite marked graph which is functionally equivalent o the original compu- 
tation graph. The basic principle used in the construction of the behavior graph 
is that every possible occurrence of every operator is represented by a unique 
vertex. Then the constraints between different occurrences of operators can be 
represented by edges e for which ¢(e) = (1, 1, 1). Similar methods were used 
in (Jump and Thiagarajan, 1973). 
To illustrate the idea of the behavior graph, consider the computation 
graph of Fig. 2.1. Each edge in C gives rise to several edges in its behavior graph. 
For example, consider the edge e~ = (v l ,  %), where6(el) = (2, 1, 1),/x0(el) = 0, 
a(vl) = a, and ~(v2) = b. Note that if v 2 is to fire the first time, there must be 
at least two markers on e 1 . Since there are none there initially, v~ must fire 
at least once for v 2 to fire the first time. For v 2 to fire the second time, however, 
v 1 must have fired only the first time. In general, if v 2 is to fire the ith time, vj 
must have fired at least [i/2] times, a Now the ith firing of v 2 corresponds to the 
ith occurrence of operator _b, but the ith firing of v 1 corresponds to the (2i - -  1)st 
occurrence of operator a since there are two vertices, v~ and v 8 , labeled _a and 
they fire alternately with v 1 firing first. Hence, the edge e~ gives rise to the 
following constraints: the 2[i/2] - -  1 occurrence of operation _a must precede 
the ith occurrence of operation b. In the behavior graph there will be unique 
vertices for every occurrence of operators _a and _b and there will be an edge 
directed from the vertex corresponding to occurrence 2[i/2] - -  1 of operator 
_a to the vertex assigned to the ith occurrence of operator _b for all integers f.
This description of the construction of a behavior graph is formalized with 
the aid of the following two definitions. 
DEFINITION. Let v be a vertex in the computation graph C = 
(V, E, O, /%, ~, ~). Then the order ofv  is defined as follows: 
~1 if c~ is undefined at v 
II v [I = li~-l(a(v))] otherwise. 
If ][ v II >1  and C is well-formed, then ~-l(~(v)) is contained in a basic cycle ~-. 
The position of v, denoted ¢, is then defined as the number of vertices on the 
path 7r that are in c~-l(a(v)) and lie between the single marker on 7r and the vertex 
v, including v itself. If  [] v ][ = 1, then $ = 1. 
a [x] denotes the ceiling of x. Thus Ix] is the least integer greater than or equal to x. 
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Note that if u and v are distinct vertices with a(u) = ~(v) then the positions 
of u and v indicate the relative order of their firings. For example, let a be an 
operator and a-l(a) = {% ,..., vn} where II vi I] = n and ~3 i = i for i = 1, 2,..., n. 
Then in any firing sequence containing dements of a- l (a ) ,  these elements will 
always appear in the order %, % ,. . . ,  v n , % , . . . ,  V.n , % , . . . , .  Hence the ith 
firing of an arbitrary vertex v represents the ((i - -  I) II v 11 -/z3)th occurrence of 
the operator c~(v). 
DEFINITION. Let C = (V, E, O,/z0, ~, ~) be a well-formed computation 
graph. Then the behavior graph of C is the infinite marked graph B c --~ 
V, E, O,/20, ~, &) where: 
(1) V={x i l x=~(v)  fo rsomev~Vand i~Z},  
(2) The edge (x i , S )  is in/7 if and only if 
(i) x =yand j= i+ 1, or 
(ii) there is an edge e = (u, v) in E such that 
x = o~(u), y = o~(v), j = (n - -  1)![ v]l q- ~5, 
and 
i = [ (n - -  1) ¢o(e) --/zo(e) + ¢t(e) - -  ¢i(e) 
¢i(e) ] II u [I + 
for some integer n ~ Z, 
(3) o = o ,  
FiCURE 3.1 
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(4) For e = (x *, y~) in/~, 
~1 if i~<0and j>0,  #o(e) ~o otherwise, 
(5) ~ is the trivial firing function, in which 
¢i(e) -- Co(e) --- Ct(e) = 1 for all e E E, 
(6) ~(x ~) =xfora l lx  ~V.  
A rigorous proof that a computation graph and its behavior graph are con- 
straint equivalent is straightforward but tedious. The interested reader can 
find proofs of similar results in (Meyer, 1974). 
A portion of the behavior graph for the computation graph of Fig. 2.1 is 
shown in Fig. 3.1. 
IV.  FUNCTIONALLY EQUIVALENT MARKED GRAPHS 
In this section it is shown that any well-formed computation graph can be 
transformed into a functionally equivalent marked graph. This result is obtained 
by effectively augmenting the behavior graph of a well-formed computation 
graph to explicitly represent the flow of data items in system activity. It is then 
shown that this augmented behavior graph is functionally equivalent to the 
original computation graph. In the next section it is established that this infinite 
graph may be used to construct a finite marked graph which is also functionally 
equivalent to the original computation graph. 
In a computation graph, each data item is either in a queue initially or it is 
put there by the occurrence of some operation. It then remains in the queue 
until it is removed by the occurrence of some other operation. For example, 
in the computation graph C in Fig. 4.1, the first item in the queue e 1 is necessary 
only for the first occurrence of the operation a at v 2 . The second data item, 
produced by the first occurrence ofb, is only necessary for the second occurrence 
of a. Thus we may construct the finite marked graph M shown in Fig. 4.2. 
e 1 
e 2 
#(e 1 ) = (2,1,i) ~(Vl) = b 
¢(e2) = (1,2,2) a(v2) = a_ 
FlCURE 4.1 
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a(b l )  = k a (a  1) = a a (a  2) ~ a 
F IGURE 4.2  
In this marked graph, we say that e~ contains the initial item in e~ of C and 
e 4 in M contains the initial data item in e~ of C. The first occurrence of g, 
modeled by firing gl in M, places an item in e~ of the marked graph. This 
simulates placement of the second item in e 2 of C. Intuitively, it is clear that 
C and M are functionally equivalent. 
I f  we allow the threshold, Ct, to exceed the number of items removed, ¢o, 
each operand may be required by more than one occurrence of an operation. 
Thus, in the computation graph C' shown in Fig. 4.3, the first item in the queue 
e 1 is required by the first occurrence of _a and is removed by that occurrence of a. 
The second item in el is needed for the first and second occurrences of _a and is 
removed by the second. Therefore we introduce new vertices (as in the marked 
graph of Fig. 4.4) to "copy" the data items and route them to all the occurrences 
of operations for which they are needed. 
Interpreting the markers on e~ and e 2 in this graph as the initial items on queues 
e 1 and e~ of C', it is clear that this marked graph is functionally equivalent to C'. 
We recall that computation graphs are functionally equivalent if they have 
the same behavior and each instance of an operator receives the same data 
items as operands. Therefore, in constructing a marked graph which is func- 
tionally equivalent to a well-formed computation graph, it is helpful to determine, 
for each data item, which instances of an operator it serves as an operand. 
Let e -  (u, v) be an edge in a well-formed computation graph. Each 
occurrence of u places ¢i(e) items on the queue e, and we let d(k, n)(e) denote the 
e 1 
e 2 
~(e i )  = (1,2,1)  ~(~l) = k 
~(e 2) = (I,i,I) c~(v 2) = a 
FIGURE 4.3 
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FIGUR~ 4.4 
nth data item produced in e by the kth firing of u. Let the ordering of data input 
queues in the graph be given by the functions Q_, necessary for the graph to be 
realizable and recall that the vector of operands required by the ith activation 
of operator _b is 
Oc(Q~ , b, i) -~ (dxl(b, i),..., d~&,)(_b, i)). 
We have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let C = (V, E, O, t~o, ~', ~) be a well-formed computation 
graph. For each edge e -~ (u, v) in E with ~(u) = a, ~(v) = b, Pa_(e) = s, and 
Q~(e) ~ l, we have d(k, n)(e) = d~t(b, i) zn Dc(Q.  , b, i), where 
(1) i=r l l v i [+~,  
/z0(e ) + (k --  1)¢1(e) --~bt(e) + n /~o(e) + (k --  1)q~l(e) 4- n 
(2) ~bo(e) ~ r < ~o(e) , and 
(3) j =/z0(e ) 4- (k --  1)¢i(e) + n --  r¢o(e). 
Proof. Clearly, d(k, n ) (e )= dj~(b_,i) in Dc(Qb_, b_,i) for some integers j
and i. By the firing rule for C, d(k, n)(e) must be an operand for the (r 4- 1)st 
instance of v, for every integer r such that k~o(e) + (k - -  1) q~i(e) - -  r¢o(e) + 
n ~ Ct(e) and tz0(e) 4- (k --  1) ¢i(e) - -  r¢o(e) 4- n > 0. Thus, since the r 4- 1st 
firing of v correspond to the r [1 v I1 + ~th occurrence of or(v), d(k, n)(e) = 
d~(_b, i) for any integers i (and r) satisfying conditions (1) and (2) of the lemma, 
where t is some integer between 1 and Ct(e). Now, since the integer t gives the 
position of the item in queue e after v has occurred r times , it must be the case 
that t =/~o(e) + (k --  1) ¢~(e) 4- n --  r¢o(e) which is just j, as given in con- 
dition (3) of the lemma. 
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Notice that there may be more than one integer r in the range specified by 
condition (2) of Lemma 4.1. This occurs in the example of Fig. 4.3 for d(1, 1)(el). 
In that computation graph, the item d(1, 1)(el) must be an operand for both 
gl and g2, as d(1, 1)(e~) = d2~(a, 1) and d(1, 1)(el) = d~(g, 2). In order 
to explicitly route this data item to both of the required destinations, it is 
necessary to copy it using a new node, as in Fig. 4.4. 
To form an infinite marked graph that is functionally equivalent to a well- 
formed computation graph, we observe that the kth firing of u corresponds to 
the (h -- 1) [] u I1 -~- ~/th occurrence of ~(u) and use Lemma 4.1. 
DEFINITION. Let C : (V, E, O,/*0, ~b, cz) be a well-formed computation 
graph and B c = (V, E, O, rio, ~, ~) be its behavior graph. Then the infinite 
marked graph F c = ((_V, E, Q,/*o, 4, -~) is given by: 
(1) V= Vl )~o{(a_ , t , s ,n )m]e=(u ,v )eE  with e~(u) =a,  ~(v) =_b, 
P~(e) : t, Qb_(e) -- s, 1 ~ n ~ q~i(e), and m = k I] u r] + z/for k ~ Z} 
(2) E: (i) (a%a m+l )~Efora l lg6Vandm~Z,  
(ii) (a m, (-a, t, s, n) m) ~ E for all -am and (a, t, s, n) TM in V, and 
(iii) ((a, t, s, n)% b ~) ~ _E under the following conditions: whenever 
there is an edge e = (u, v) in E with ~(u) = -a, c~(v) = _b, P~_(e)= t, and 
Qb(e) = s and p = (m-  ~/)/[l u tl is an integer, the edges ((-a, t, s, n) m, _b ~) are 
in E for all integers i such that 
/zo(e) + P4i(e)  - -  Ct(e) + n i - -  ~ /zo(e ) + p¢i (e)  + n 
Co(e) ~< Ir v I---f < ¢o(e) 
(3) o=o=o 
t l  if e=(x¢ ,y J )  w i th i<Oand j  >0 
(4) ~±o(e) : - ~0 otherwise. 
(5) _¢(e) = (1, 1, 1) for all edges in _E 
Iv if v is in o (6) _~(v i) 
undefined otherwise. 
As a direct consequence of Lemma 4.1, it is clear that the operands produced 
by each firing of a vertex are routed to the proper instances of each operator. 
following two propositions establish that a well-formed computation graph C 
and the graph F c defined for C have the same functional behavior. Fig. 4.5 
gives a portion o f f  c for the computation graph of Fig. 2.1. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let C = (V, E, ~o, 4, ~) be a well-formed computation 
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FIGURE 4.5 
Pro@ To  establish this resuk, we first show that if (_a m, _b i) is in B c then 
edges (a% (_a, t, s, n) ~) and ((a, t, s, n) "~, b ~) are both in F c for some integer n. 
Then  it is shown that if there are edges (_a% (a, t, s, n) ~) and ((_a, t, s, n)% _b i) 
in Fc then there is an edge (_am', b i) in Bc where m' > m. 
Suppose that (_a% _b ~) is in Bc,  arising from e ~ (u, v) in E with P~(e) = t 
and Q~(e) = s. Then  by definition of Bc,  
i = (q --  1)H v [ I -  ~3 and m = [ (q -- 1)~o(e) --  t%(e) + ~t(e) - -~i(e).]  !1 u [[ + z~ 
6i(*) 
for some integer q. Clearly, then, (a ~, (_a, t, s, n) ~) is in F c, for 1 ~< n ~< q~i(e), 
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and p ~ (m - -  ~)/11 u IJ and (q - -  1) = (i - -  ~3)/IJ v I1 must be integers. We must 
establish that, for some integer n between 1 and ¢i(e), 
Consider 
fro(e) + p@(e) --  ¢t(e) @ n fro(e) @ p¢i(e) -~- n 
¢o(e) ~ q - -  1% ¢o(e) (A) 
[. (q - -  l) Co(e) - -  fro(e) + Ct(e) - -  Ct(e) ] 
| ¢i(e) / 
[(q - -  1) ¢o(e) - -  fr°(e)¢i(e) + ¢t(e) - -  ¢i(e) + n'] 
for some integer n' such that 0 ~< n' < ¢i(e). Let n : ¢i(e) - -  n' and notice 
that I ~ n ~< ¢i(e). Then it is easy to see that 
p¢i(e) = (q - -  1) Co(e) - -  fro(e) -r ¢t(e) - -  n 
for this choice of n. 
Now to establish (A), consider 
fro(e) + p¢l(e) - -  ~)t(e) -3 n 
¢o(~) 
_ fro(e) + [(q - -  1) Co(e) - -  fro(e) + Ct(e) - -  n] - -  @(e) + n 
4,o(~) 
= (q - -  1). 
Thus the left inequality of (A) is valid. Also, 
fro(e) + p¢i(e) + n 
Co(e) 
fro(e) + [(q - -  1) Co(e) - -  fro(e) + ¢,(e) - -  n] ~- n 
Co(e) 
¢~(e) 
= (q - -  1) + Co(T) > (q - -  1) 
Clearly, both inequalities are satisfied and we have shown that (.a, (_a, t, s, n) m) 
and ((a_, t, s, n)% b_ i) are in F c for n = ¢i(e) - -  n', whenever (_a m, b i) is in B c . 
Conversely, we now assume that there are edges (_a m, (a, t, s, n) "~) and 
((a, t, s, n)% b_ i) in F c and show that there is an edge (_am', b i) in B c for m' >~ m. 
By definition of F c there must be an edge e - -  (u, v) in E with c~(u) = _a, 
c~(v) = b, P_~(e) = t, and Qb(e) ~ s. Furthermore, p ~ (m- -  z~)/[lu[] and 
(q - -  1) ~- (i - -  ~3)/Ip v JI are integers and 
fro(e) @ p¢ i (e )  - -  q~,(e) @ n fro(e) + p¢l(e) 4- n 
¢o(~) ~< (q - -  ~) < Co(e) 
By definition of Be,  since i = (q - -  1) IJ v J! + ~, (am', _b i) e Be,  where 
| [. (q - -  1) Co(e) - -  fro(e) + ¢,(e) - -  ¢~(e) / ][l [] U + ¢i(e) 
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Since m = p I1 u I] + ~ it is clear that m' ~ m if and only if 
[. (q - -  1) ~o(e) --/%(e) 2c- Ct(e) - -  ~l(e) ] 
l | P O. ¢~(,) 
(~) 
By definition of Fc ,  
so that 
(q - -  1) ¢o(e) --/zo(e) -+- ¢t(e) - -  n 
¢i(*) 
[ (q --  1) Co(e) --/%(e) + Ct(e) - -  ¢i(e)_] _ P 
~i(e) 
r (q - 1) ~o(e)  - - /~o(e)  + (~t(e) - -  @(e)  ] 
[ J ¢~(e) 
_ [ (q - -  1) ~o(e) - -  ~t(e)/x°(e) -~" ~t(e) - -  n ] 
--¢i(e) + n 
¢~(e) 
Now, the difference (B) must be an integer and since n ) 1, it must be the 
case that (--@(e) + n)/¢i(e) > --1. Thus we may conclude that 
[ (q --  1) Co(e) --/*o(e) + Ct(e) - -  ¢i(e) ] 
P O. / ¢~(e) ! 
By definition of ¢ and c~, then, B c and F c for a well-formed computation 
graph must have the same behavior. 
In order to discuss the functional equivalence of C and Fc ,  we must first 
specify an ordering of input data which yields a vector of operands for each 
instance of every operator. Since the edges (a n, a ~+1) in E carry no data, but 
only control information, we have a partial function Q for this infinite case. 
Consider the family of edges 
E(b, i) = {e ~ ((x, t, s, n) ~, b i) I e ~ _E, and x ~ Q}, 
and let q = Ct(el)+ . "+ Ct(ek) where ei e I(v), a(v)= _b, and Qb_(ei)= i. 
Then the function Qbj: E(b, i) ---> {1, 2,..., q} is defined by: 
Obi((~_, t, S, n) ~, b i) = (~t(el) ~- ' ' '  -+- (~t(es_l) _/_ qt, 
where e s : (u, v) in E gave rise to the edge ((_a, t, s, n) ~, _b i) in F c and 
m - -  ~ i - -  
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The functions Obj for all _b in Q and i in Z give input arc ordering for all data 
carrying edges in Fc,  so we let Oh_ = ~JieZ Ob i and (Q = ~Jb~ O0~" 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let C = (If, E, O, 1%, (~, ~) be a well-formed computation 
graph wzth ,nput orderzngQ. Then C andF c = (V, E, Q, I% , ~, ~-) are functzonally 
equzvalent (with input orderings Q and Q as defined above, respectively). 
Proof. Since C and B c have the same behavior, Proposition 4.1 yields 
behavioral equivalence of C and F c . All that remains to be shown is that the 
vectors Oc(a, i) and DFc(~ i), defined with respect o Q and 0 are identical. 
Let a ~ O, i ~ Z and Q be defined as above. Then by definition 
Dc(_a, i) = (d11(_a, i), d21(a, i),..., d~t(e~)(_a , i),..., d2t(~,)(_a, i))
and 
where 
DFc(a , i) = (_d~(a, i), d~2(a, i),..., = ld~t(~)ga,-, i) ..., __dfl(a,_ i)) 
q = ¢~(el) + Ct(e~) + "'" + Ct(e.). 
To establish functional equivalence, it must be shown that _dlV(a , i) ----- dj-~(_a, i)
where p -- ~t(el) -~- "" -~ ~t(ez_l) @ j. 
By Lemma 4.1, we know that djZ(_a, i) = d(k, n)(e) where there is an edge 
e = (u, v) in E with a(u) = _b, a(v) = _a, Qz(e) = I, and: 
(1) i=r l l v l l+  
(2) /%(e) + (k --  1) 4i(e) -- Ct(e) + n /%(e) + (k -- 1) ¢i(e) + n 
Co(e) <~ r < Co(e) 
(3) j = ~0(e) + (k - 1) ¢~(e) + n - r¢o(e) 
By definition of F c (since (_b, t, l, n) m copies the nth item produced by the 
the mth instance of _b), we also know that d(k, n)(e) = d,~'(_a, i). We need only 
show that p = Ct(el) + --- + Ct(ez-1) + j, with respect o Q. But 
0((b, t, 1, n)% _a i) = Ct(el) + "" -4- q~t(ez-1) 
m- -a  i - -~3 n] 
@ [/%(ez) @ ([ ~--~-! -1)  ~ l (ez) -  ([ [ ' - f f~])~°(ez)  + 
where m = (k -- 1)1[ uF1 q- z~, i = r ]1 v l l / -  ~3, and Q~(e 0 = 1. Then 
Q((_b, t, l, n) "z, _a i) = ~t(el) @ "-" @ ~bt(ez_l) @ (/z0(et) 
@ (h --  1)~i(ez) --  r~o(ez) -~- n) 
= Ct(el) -? ... + ~t(e/-1) -~-j. 
Thus 
dff(a, i) = d(k, n)(ez) = _dl~(a, i) where p = Ct(ea) -4- "'" + Ct(ez-1) q - j  
and we are finished. 
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V. FINITE FUNCTIONALLY EQUIVALENT MARKED GRAPHS 
In this section it is shown that a finite marked graph which is functionally 
equivalent o a well-formed computation graph may be constructed. This is 
done first for live computation graphs by showing that the graph F c is repetitive 
in the sense that it is composed of a finite subgraph which is repeated infinitely 
often. It is then shown that a copy of a repeated subgraph of f  c can be wrapped 
around on itself to form a functionally equivalent finite marked graph. 
DEFINITION. Let B c = (V, E, O, fx o ,¢,  &) be the behavior graph of some 
well-formed computation graph C = (V, E, O, tZo, ¢, ~) and let T be a function 
from ~(V), the range of ~, to N. Then 
E/~ - { (x i ,  y~) e V I 1 <~ i ~< T(x)}. 
The set generated by T and E is given by 
<E/q> ~ {(x i+~'(~), yJ+~'¢'~)) ] (x i, yJ) ~ E /T  and n ~ Z}. 
I f  (E/W) = E,  then T is called a generator for B c . 
A similar definition can be made for F c . We first extend _~ to a total function 
a" as follows: 
t~(v) if g is defined at v ~ V D;tt ('13 ) 
otherwise 
Let T be a function from cd(V) to N. Then 
g/T  =_ {(x,, y )  ~ y]  1 ~< i ~< T(x)}. 
and the set generated by T and E is given by 
(_E/q} ~ {(x i+~'(~l, y~+n~'(~)) ] (x i, y )  ~ E /T  and n ~ Z}. 
I f  (_E/q) = E, then ~ is called a generator for F c . 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let C = (V, E, O, tZo, ¢, , )  be a well-formed live com- 
putation graph. Then F c -= (V, E_, Q, ~_o¢, , ~-) has a generator. 
Proof. Since C is consistent, there must be a nonzero integer solution to 
the system of equations 
Co(e) _ where e = (u, v) ~ E. Zu - -  ~)  ":5v 
We define the generator T by: 
T(x)  = zu II.  [1 if  ~(u) = _~ and x = _~i or x = (_~, t, s, n)i. 
To establish that T is a generator forF  c we need only show that (E /q )  = E. 
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F irst  let e = (x i, Y0 be in (E /~) .  Then  e = (x i'+~'(~), yJ'+z~'(v)) for some 
integer k, where e' = (x e, y ' )  is in _E/5 v. Clearly, e' is in _E as well, so if x - -  _a 
it is immediate ly  evident that e ~ _E. To  see that e e E when x = (a, t, s, n) 
and y = b we recall the definition o f f  c . By definition, p ---- (i '  - -  z~)/ll u [I and 
q = ( j '  - -  ~3)/IJ v lJ are both integers and 
~o(e*) + p6i(e*) - -  6t(e*) 4- n /zo(e* ) 4- p~i(e*) + n 
Co(e*) ~ q < Co(e*) (I) 
for some edge e* ~- (u, v) in E. 
Since ~V(x) z z~ li u Ii and ~(y)  --~ % 1] v [J it is clear that (z - -  z~)/Jl u II 
and ( j  - -  ~3)/]l v lJ are both integers whenever p and q are. We need only establish 
the following to show that e ~ _E: 
/xo(e* ) 4- [(i - -  a)I[ u I1] ~i(e*) - -  q~t(e*) 4- rt 
~o(e*) 
(" - -  ." /,o(e*) + [(i --/i)/[] u []] ~i(e*) 4- n 
I F I  q~o(e*) 
But since 
[(i - a)/li u IF] = [(i '  + k 'e(x)  - -  tO~it ~/11 and ~'(x) = z~ [/u II - -  ~o(e*) z~ rr u II ~(~*) 
we have  [( ,  - -  a)/tr u Ill ~(e* )  = [(i '  - a)/ll u r!] ~(e* )  + kz~o(e*). Then 
/,o(e*) 4- [(i - -  z~)/I] u ]I] ~,(e*) - -  ~t(e*) 4- n 
40(.*) 
= /zo(e* ) + [(i' - -  zi)/]i u N] ~i(e*) - -  ~t(e*) 4- n 4- kz~ 
~o(e*) 
j ' -~  j ' -~+k~(y)  j -  
<~ [IFI[ 4-kz~= Ilvlr -] lvlt  
and 
/zo(e*) 4-  [ ( i  - -  a)/ll u [/] ~,(e*) 4- n = to(e*) 4- E(i' - a)/fl u II] ~,(e*) + n + k~ 
~o(.*) ~o(e*) 
>J ' - -~+k~ J--~ 
ii v If i~4 i  
Clearly, then, e ~ _E. 
Now let e ~ (x i ,y j )  be in _E. I t  is easy to see that e is in (E /W)  if x ~ a 
so we consider the case in which e ~ ((_a, t, s, n) i, _b 0. 
By definition ofFc ,  p = (i - -  z~)/H u j[ and q ~ ( j  - -  ~)/11 v !] are both integers 
and (I) holds for these values of p and q and some edge e* ~ (u, v) in E. We 
know that i ~ kW(a) 4- r where 1 ~ r ~ W(_a) and k is some integer, so let 
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i' = i - -  kT'(_a) and j '  = j - -  kT'(b). We show that e' = ((a, t, s, n) i', bJ') is in 
_E, hence e is in (E/7"), by definition. 
First we show that (i' - -  a)/ll u II and ( j '  - -  ~3)/I] v II are integers: 
( i '  - a)/l[ u II = ( i  - kT'(_a) - -  a)/l} u I[ = ( i  - -  a)/ll u II - -  kzu 
and 
( J '  - ~)/ll v 11 = ( j  - kT'(b) - -  ~)/11 v 11 = (J - ~)/11 v II - kz~ 
Both are clearly integers whenever p and q are. 
Next, we must show that (I) holds with p '~ (i'--~)/11 uil and q '= 
( J '  - -  ~)/11 v 11. But 
and 
/%(e*) ÷ [(i' - -  ~) / ! I  u t/] ~(e*) - Ct(e*) ÷ n 
Co(e*) 
= /%@*) ÷ [( i  - -  a)/ll u [1] ¢i(e*) - Ct(e*) ÷ n - kzu¢i(e*) 
Co(e*) 
~< (j  - -  ~)/1] v ]l - -  kz ,  = ( j '  - -  ~)/ll v I[. 
tz0(e*) + [(i' - -  ~)/ll u El] Ca(era) ÷ n 
Co(e*) 
/zo(e* ) + [(i - -  a)/ll u l]] ¢1(e*) + n - -  kzu¢i(e*) 
Co(e*) 
> ( j  - -  ~)/ll v [I - kz~ = (j '  -- ~)/II v II. 
Hence we conclude that E __C (E /T )  and (_E/7") = _E. 
A finite marked graph which is functionally equivalent to a given well-formed 
computation graph can now be constructed using a generator for F c . (Notice 
that if 7" is a generator for F c then kT', for any positive integer k, is also a 
generator for F c .) 
THEOREM 5.1. Let C = (V, E, O, t%, ¢, 6) be a well-formed live computation 
graph with F c = (V, E, Q, ~_o , 4, ~-) defined as above. Let 7" be a generator for  
Fc  such that i f  (x i, y~) ~ E wzth i ~ 0 and j > O, then j ~ 7"(y).  Define M F = 
(V, E, O, ~o, ~, ~) where: 
(1) g=(x 'eY I1  ~<i~<7"(x ) ) ,  
(2) E = A t3 B, where 
and 
A = {(x ' , / )  e g /7"  l J" < 7"(y)},  
B = (x', yk) ] (x', y )  ~ E/T, j > 71(y), 
and k = ( j  - -  1) mod 7"(y) + 1}, 
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(3) 0 --- _o, 
(4) #o(e)= l~ 
g e@ A 
i f  eeB ,  
(5) ~(e) = (1, 1, 1)fo~ all e ~ L 
(6) ~(x') = ~(x')fo~ all x' ~ V. 
Then M F is functionally equivalent to C. 
M F is obtained by wrapping the subset _E/~ r of edges back on itself. This 
wrapping back is achieved by the edges in B, each of which contains an initial 
item. The construction of21I F is illustrated for the computation graph in Fig. 2.1. 
Its behavior graph is given in Fig. 3.1 and the graph F c appears in Fig. 4.5. 
It is easily seen that the subgraph of Fig. 5.1 has the form _E/}P', where ~'  is the 
generator derived from ~(_a) = 2 and 'Y(b) = 2. Figure 5.2 shows the finite 
marked graph which is constructed using this generator. Figure 5.3 illustrates 
a finite marked graph which is functionally equivalent to the computation graph 
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It can easily be shown that M e is functionally equivalent to C. This is done 
by showing that since MF was constructed using a generator forF c , the behavior 
graph for MF is just F c . Thus, since M e is a marked graph, it is not just con- 
straint equivalent o Fc ,  but functionally equivalent as welL Proposition 4.2 
then yields the desired result. The details of the proof are left to the reader. 
I f  a computation graph, C, terminates, then it is easy to see that the inifinite 
graphF c can be used to form a functionally equivalent finite marked graph, Mc • 
THEOREM 5.2. Let C = (V, E, O, tXo , ~6, ~) be a well-formed terminating 
computation graph with F c = (V, E, Q, iXo , ~_, ~) defined for C, and i f  X = ~(v) 
for  some vertex v in V, let #x denote the maximum number of times x may fire in F c . 
Define Mr = (V, U, O, ~o, g, ~) where 
(1) ~ = {x ¢ c _V ] 1 <~ i <~ #x} L) {M ] (xJ, y¢) E E , j  <~ O, and 1 <~ i <~ #y} 
(2) E = A La B, where 
and 
B = {(x i, x9 [ xi ~ V a.ai <~ 0} 
(3) 0 = Q, 
if e (",YO wi,h i 0 andi > 0 (4) Me)  ~0 otherwise 
(5) g(e) = (I, 1, 1) fora l leeE  
(6) ~(x i) = a(x i) for  x ~ ~ V. 
Then M e is functionally equivalent o C. 
All that has been done in forming M e for terminating computation graphs 
is eliminate all but a finite number of vertices from F c . Only those vertices 
which may fire and vertices supplying data items for them remain. Clearly, 
the two graphs Mr and C are functionally equivalent. 
Combining these results, we may also construct a finite marked graph that 
is functionally equivalent to a given well-formed partially terminating compu- 
tation graph. Before establishing this result, we observe several properties of 
partially terminating computation graphs. 
Let C = (V, E, O,/*0, q~, c~) be a partially terminating computation graph. 
Then the vertex set V may be partitioned into two sets: VL--the set of vertices 
which may fire an unbounded number of times, and Vr--the set of vertices 
which can fire only finitely many times. Corresponding to this partition on V, 
there is also a partition on E. That is, E- -E  L L )E  r v3 Err, where E L =- 
(VL × VL)~E,  Er =(Vr  × Vr) nE ,  and Eu=(VL  × Vr )~E.  (Notice 
that (V r × VL)n E = ~.) Clearly, C contains a live subgraph, CL, and a 
terminating subgraph, Cr ,  whose vertex and edge sets are VL, Er and Vr, Er,  
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respectively. The firing function, initial marking, and operator assignment 
function for CL and Cr are obtained by restricting/z0, ¢ and a to the appropriate 
sets. 
Now let C be a well-formed partially terminating computation graph with 
live subgraph CL and terminating subgraph Cr and consider the graph F c 
defined for C in Section IV. If x = ~(v) for some vertex v in C r we let ~x 
denote the maximum number of times x can fire in F c . I f  y = co(u) for some 
vertex u in C L then ey denotes the maximum integer k such that there is a path 
inF  c f romy ~ to x ~ for some vertex  in c~(v) where v is in Cr .  
THEOREM 5.3. Let C be a well-formed partially terminating computation 
graph with live subgraph C L and terminating subgraph C r . Let F c = 
(V, E, Q, i~o , ¢, ~_) be the infinite functionally equivalent graph defined for C in 
Section IV  and M r = (Vr,  Er ,  Qr ,  Er,  ~r ,  -~r) be the finite equivalent o Cr 
which is given by Theorem 5.2. Finally, Mn ---- (_VL, EL, QL, EL, ~L, ~-L) is 
a finite equivalent o CL defined as shown in Theorem 5.1 using a generator T for 
which ~'(v) >1 ¢u, where ~(v) = u, for all v in VL . Define Me = (V, E, O, ~o , ~, ~) 
where: 
(1) V = _V L U _V r U A, where A = {v e _V l either (x i, v) e E_ or (v, x i) e E_ 
and 1 ~ i ~ ~x} 
(2) E = E L U E_T k.) B, whereB = ((V z × A) u (A ×: Vr) ) n E 
(3) 0 = o 
l 
t~L(e) if  e ~ E L 
(4) go(e) = _~T(e) i f  e ~ E_ T 
~_~o(e) otherwise 
(5) ~(e) = (1, 1, 1) for all e ~ E 
(6) ~(x') = ~_(x i) for all x' e V 
Then 34e is functionally equivalent o C. 
In this case, M e is obtained by independently representing the (disjoint) 
live and terminating subgraphs of C; then adding the edges of f  c which connect 
the two. The proof is not difficult and is left to the reader. 
VI. SUMMARY 
It has been observed by several investigators (Commoner, et al., 1971; 
Meyer, 1974; Conry and Jump, 1975; Miller, 1973) that marked graphs form 
a proper subclass of computation graphs--those with a trivial firing function. 
For this reason, it might be expected that the class of eomputations which Could 
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be modeled by marked graphs would be somewhat more restrictive than that 
modeled by the more general computation graphs. 
In a previous paper (Conry and Jump, 1975), we have shown that if compu- 
putation graphs are well-formed, they are no more powerful than marked 
graphs for representing control sequencing. These results are extended in 
this paper to consider functional characteristics of the systems involved. It 
has been shown that if computation graphs are well-formed, the class of com- 
putations which can be modeled is no greater than that which can be represented 
by marked graphs. Thus the more complex firing rule of the computation graph 
adds no generality to the model so long as the computation graphs considered 
are well-formed. 
In obtaining the results presented in this paper, we have departed from the 
approach by Karp and Miller in two respects. The first of these concerns the 
way in which the computational process is viewed. Since it is not possible to 
disable an operator in a computation graph once it is eligible for initiation, we 
have used firing sequences in our analysis. Though this differs from the "com- 
putation sequence set" approach of Karp and Miller, the persistence of the 
systems considered indicates that the results are not affected by this difference. 
The second way in which our approach departs from that of Karp and Miller 
lies in definition of the edge set of a computation graph. We have assumed that 
multiple edges directed from a vertex u to a vertex v are not allowed, whereas 
Karp and Miller permitted them. Our assumption was made for the sake of 
simplicity, but it appears that little or no loss of generality occurs as a result 
of this restriction. The definitions of f  c and B c could easily be extended. 
On the basis of the results presented in this paper, an interesting observation 
can be made regarding the relationship between a computation graph C and its 
equivalent finite marked graph M F . When one inspects M E , it becomes apparent 
that a series-to-parallel translation in the manner of operand presentation to 
operators has been achieved. Thus in implementing the system described, 
the operands may be presented in parallel rather than serially to each operator. 
In many cases this eliminates the need for long FIFO buffer units in an imple- 
mentation. The tradeoff is one of simplicity and transparency of the firing 
rule with a greater number of nodes in M e versus a smaller number of nodes 
and a more complex firing rule in the equivalent computation graph. 
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